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a b s t r a c t

LOFAR, the Low Frequency Array, is currently the world's largest distributed radio telescope observing at
frequencies below 240 MHz. LOFAR is measuring cosmic-ray induced air-showers since June 2011 and
has collected several hundreds of events with hundreds of antennas per individual event. We present
measurements of the radio signal strength as well as high-precision measurements of wavefront
curvature and polarization. These will enable us to disentangle the different emission mechanisms at
play, such as geomagnetic radiation, charge excess, and Askaryan or Cherenkov effects, leading to a full
understanding of the air-shower radio emission. Furthermore we give a !rst example on how the full
complexity of the signal enables radio measurements to be used to study primary particle composition.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

High energy particles impinging on the Earth's atmosphere
induce air-showers of secondary particles. A signi!cant fraction of
these secondary particles are charged and can generate radio
emission [1]. When the wavelength of the emitted radiation is
comparable to the shower disc thickness, as is true for MHz
frequencies, this emission is coherent. The dominant geomagnetic
component of this emission is caused by a time-varying lateral
drift velocity of electrons and positrons due to the Lorentz
force exerted by the Earth's magnetic !eld. This gives a short
nanosecond timescale bipolar pulse that is linearly polarized in the
v!! B

!
direction, where v! is the direction of propagation of the

shower and B
!

the direction of the magnetic !eld [2–4]. Addition-
ally, charge separation, a build up of negative charge at the shower
front due to electrons traveling with the shower after being
knocked out of atmospheric atoms leaving positively charged ions
behind, generates a similar coherent pulse [5] but now linearly
polarized in the radial direction away from the shower axis.

Furthermore all radio emission travels through the atmosphere
with non-unity refractive index giving rise to an Askaryan or
Cherenkov effect which is expected to be particularly strong at
higher frequencies [6]. All this leads to a very complex emission
pattern observed at ground level [7]. However, the complexity of
the emission also contains much information about the primary
particle. The smoothness of the radio shower front allows for a more
accurate determination of the direction of the incoming particle
than is typically possible with particle detectors [8]. Furthermore,
the power contained in the pulse is proportional to the square of the
primary energy [8]. Most importantly however, the detailed emis-
sion pattern observed at ground level depends strongly on the
atmospheric depth of shower maximum "Xmax# [9] which in turn
depends on the nature of the primary particle. Therefore, radio
detection of cosmic-ray-induced air showers offers the possibility for
composition studies of cosmic rays with a duty cycle of almost 100%
only interrupted by thunderstorms [10].

2. LOFAR

LOFAR, the Low Frequency Array [11] is a next generation radio
telescope located in the North or the Netherlands with extensions
across Northern Europe. It has two basic antenna types covering
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the full frequency band from 10 to 240 MHz, excluding the
commercial FM band at 90–110 MHz. The Low Band Antenna
(LBA) consists of two simple inverted V-shaped dipoles measuring
both polarizations of the radio signal at 10–90 MHz (but typically
limited to 30–80 MHz). In contrast the High Band Antenna (HBA)
measuring between 110 and 240 MHz clusters 16 dual-
polarization antenna elements in a ‘tile’. The signals in a tile are
combined by an analog beam-former thereby increasing the
sensitivity in a predetermined direction chosen by the observer.

The antennas are grouped in stations and for astronomical
observations the signals from all antennas in each station are
beam-formed and sent over the network to the central processing
facility in the city of Groningen to be correlated. Additionally the
raw voltage signals from all antennas can be stored in ring buffers
for up to 5 s to be read out upon request. The core of LOFAR
contains 24 stations with 96 LBA's and 48 HBA's each on a total
area of $4 km2. Due to signal path limitations only 48 preselected
dual polarized antennas can be used at any given time. This high
antenna density, combined with the ring-buffer storage of the raw
signals, is ideal for cosmic-ray observations. Parallel observation
capability built into LOFAR allows for almost continuous cosmic-
ray observations.

2.1. LORA

LORA, the LOFAR Radboud air-shower Array [12] is a particle
detector array extension of LOFAR. It is co-located with the central

most seven stations on a 320 m diameter raised area called the
superterp. It provides both the trigger to freeze the ring buffers
as well as basic shower parameters such as shower energy,
direction and core position for subsequent analysis. LORA consists
of 20 detector units each containing two (0:45 m2, NE 114)
scintillators. Each scintillator is read out through a photomultiplier
tube. A trigger in a single detector is generated, when a particle
signal of more than 4s over the noise is registered. Requiring 13
detectors to trigger in coincidence, before freezing the ring-
buffers, gives an energy threshold of 2! 1016 eV which is at the
lower edge of detectability in the radio signal.

3. Measurements

From June 2011 until March 2013 LOFAR has measured 375
cosmic-ray events at 30–80 MHz. Additionally since November
2013, 102 events have been measured at 110–240 MHz where no
observations have been performed since the 1960s [13]. Observa-
tions are still ongoing and the dataset is growing.

All cosmic-ray observations are processed with a fully auto-
mated pipeline which is described in detail in Ref. [14]. This
pipeline both identi!es radio signals from cosmic-ray induced air
showers and extracts basic physical parameters such as air-shower
direction and signal strength in all antennas.

Graphically the information obtained by the pipeline can be
best represented in the shower footprint (Fig. 1), where the signal

Fig. 1. Footprint of an air shower measured with LOFAR low-band antennas (30–80 MHz, left) and a second air shower measured with the LOFAR high-band antennas (110–
240 MHz, right). The signal strength (peak amplitude of the radio signal) is encoded logarithmically in the size of the marker and the color shows the time of arrival. The
pentagons represent the positions of the particle detectors, their size is proportional to the number of registered particles. The reconstructed shower axis as measured by the
particle detector array is indicated by the cross for the core position and the line for the projected arrival direction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this !gure
caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Distribution of radio signals with respect to the distance from the shower axis. The two example events show different signatures in the depicted signal polarizations.
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strength and arrival time for each antenna are given as a two
dimensional function of antenna position. Also depicted in this
!gure is the shower arrival direction as estimated by the particle
detector array which nicely matches the radio data.

3.1. Polarization

To investigate the contributions from the different emission
mechanisms one can exploit their different behavior in polariza-
tion. The measured polarizations are !rst projected into the
natural polarization frame of the shower where one axis is along
the v!! B

!
direction and the other two axes along v!! " v!! B

!
#

and v! respectively. Looking at two different events in Fig. 2 one
can clearly see the dominance of the geomagnetic " v!! B

!
#

emission component even though the events look quite different.
Further investigation will allow us to quantify the contributions

as has been done as a !rst step in Ref. [15].

3.2. Wavefront curvature

Because the radio emission is generated at a !nite height in the
atmosphere the wavefront shape can deviate from a plane.
Depending on the region of maximal emission, being a line or
point source, the wavefront can be conical or spherical in shape.

From data from the LOFAR Prototype Station (LOPES) and REAS3
simulations it is argued in Ref. [16] that the wavefront should
be more conical, and that measuring this shape allows Xmax to be
determined.

LOFAR's 5 ns sampling plus single clock for all core stations
gives an excellent sub-nanosecond timing resolution [14]. This
allows direct measurement of the wavefront shape or curvature on
an event by event basis.

Treating the curvature as a perturbation from a planar wave-
front, the time delays for the best-!tting plane wave can be
subtracted as in Fig. 3. As expected, towards the edge of the array
the signal lags behind the signals in the central antennas, showing
that the wavefront is de!nitely curved. This is a simplistic
approach since no a priori knowledge of the core position is
needed. In future analysis the core position will be taken into
account allowing for a distinction between conical and spherical
wavefront shapes. See Ref. [17] for more information.

3.3. Depth of shower maximum "Xmax#

One of the most important shower characteristics is the depth
of shower maximum or Xmax, because this depends on the type of
primary particle, typically being lower for iron than for proton
induced showers. The full complexity of the two-dimensional
radio pattern observed at ground level also depends on Xmax.
Therefore, given shower direction and approximate energy, one
can proceed to generate many particle simulations including radio
emission (in this case using CORSIKA with the CoREAS extension
[7]) and identify the simulation with the best matching radio
pattern. Here best matching is de!ned as the simulation where

!2 % !
antennas

Plofar& f rPsim"xant'xoff ; yant'yoff #
slofar

! "2

' !
stations

dlora& f pdsim"xstat'xoff ; ystat'yoff #
slora

! "2

"1#

is minimal, where Plofar is the power measured at an antenna at
location "xant ; yant# with noise level slofar, Psim is the simulated
power, dlora is the particle density as measured by a LORA detector
at location "xstat ; ystat# with noise slora, and dsim is the CORSIKA
particle density. The !t has four free parameters: the core offset
"xoff ; yoff #, and scaling factors fr and fp for the radio and particle
distribution functions. The radio scaling is needed because the
LOFAR data has no absolute calibration yet, while the particle
density scaling is used because the energy of the simulated event

Fig. 3. Wavefront curvature obtained by subtracting the times for the best-!tting
plane wave from the measured arrival times as a function of antenna position.

Fig. 4. Left: projection of the two-dimensional radio power distribution on the shower plane. The x axis is in the direction of the v!! B
!

. The background colors represent
the interpolated simulation results for a proton shower with Xmax % 650720 g=cm2. The large circles represent the LOFAR antennas and their colors the received power. The
small circles indicate the locations for which the radio signal was simulated. The shower core is located at the origin. Right: the corresponding lateral dependence of the
signal strength. (For interpretation of the references to color in this !gure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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is in general different from the real energy. The !tted core position
is then used to obtain an updated energy estimate from LORA.

Fig. 4 shows the two-dimensional pattern for both simulation
and data for a single example event measured by six LOFAR
stations at the 31st of July 2012, and the corresponding lateral
dependence of the signal strength. As is immediately apparent the
simulation reproduces the complexity of the signal which indi-
cates that the radio emission is well understood and modelled. In
this case the best matching simulation is a proton shower with
Xmax % 650720 g=cm2. Thus, using LOFAR's unique antenna den-
sity to sample the complex radio emission enables measurements
of the cosmic-ray composition with a resolution comparable to
that of "uorescence measurements, which is currently the most
frequently used technique. Note that the 20 g/cm2 error stated
here does not include the systematic error, this has yet to be
investigated but the technique does look promising. See Ref. [18]
for more information.

4. Conclusions

Since June 2011 LOFAR is routinely used to measure radio
emission from cosmic-ray induced air showers with unprece-
dented detail at frequencies below 240 MHz. Measurements of
polarization and wavefront curvature will lead to a deeper under-
standing of the underlying emission mechanisms. Using the
inherent complexity of the emission pattern that encodes the
depth of shower maximum one can now use radio emission to
measure cosmic-ray composition. Thereby radio measurements
provide a new high duty cycle window onto cosmic-ray physics.
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